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The governing bodies of HCUC and Richmond
upon Thames College are exploring an exciting
new partnership. Through this partnership
it is proposed to deliver outstanding and
sustainable education provision that forms a
core component of the economic, employment
and skills infrastructure across West, South
and Central London, critical to the needs of
employers and residents for long-term economic
prosperity.
We welcome your views.

BETTER TOGETHER - STRONGER TOGETHER

A merger between Harrow College & Uxbridge College

Introduction
from the Chairs of Governors

This publication outlines a proposal for merger between HCUC (Harrow College & Uxbridge College) and
Richmond upon Thames College (RuTC).
Creating a new partnership of colleges for West, South and Central London provides a significant opportunity
to bring together strong organisations to form a partnership of equals. The partnership will pool expertise,
resources and connections to develop a new model that fuels economic growth and skills in a unique way
– a way that ensures an appropriate focus on London’s skills priorities, whilst preserving a local focus.
Through the merger of HCUC with Richmond upon Thames College we are committed to developing a new
partnership which serves our learners, businesses and communities better and through locally targeted
provision.
Harrow College, Uxbridge College and Richmond upon Thames College are already extremely strong brands
with a highly visible presence in their own local communities and across London. However, by creating
this new partnership of colleges we can ensure the new organisation plays an even more significant role in
contributing to the skills agenda of London.
Bringing HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College together is a deliberate and positive way to protect, grow
and develop further education and skills in Harrow, Uxbridge and Richmond and we are confident that this
proposal makes sense for learners, staff, employers and communities.
We welcome your views on this proposal and look forward to hearing from you.

Nicholas Davies
Chair, HCUC
(Harrow College & Uxbridge College)

Ian Valvona
Chair, RuTC
(Richmond upon Thames College)
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Your Views
As we set out our proposals, we are inviting
comments to inform our discussions and plans for
the future of education and training across Harrow,
Uxbridge and Richmond.
Feedback is particularly welcome from stakeholders
including students, parents and carers of students,
employers and employer organisations, local
government, schools and academies, staff, unions,
universities, community groups, funders and other
interested parties.
Comments are also invited from other post-16
education and training providers interested in
working with the newly merged organisation.
If this proposed merger goes ahead, our plans will be
carefully implemented to ensure stability, best value
and maximum local benefit.

Timescales for Responding
The consultation will be open from Thursday 25 March 2021. The final date for receipt of
comments is Monday 3 May 2021.
We will publish a summary of consultation responses, along with the responses of both governing
bodies to the comments and contributions we have received, by Monday 14 June 2021 on our
websites.
Decisions will be made on the proposed merger by the governing bodies of HCUC and Richmond
upon Thames College before the end of July 2021.
If both governing bodies decide to approve the merger, the new organisation will come into
existence on Friday 30 July 2021.
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Our Vision and
Commitment

HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College are excited to announce their proposal to merge in order to create a
new college partnership for London.
Together we have an exciting, ambitious and unique vision. This new collaborative and inclusive partnership
will create and describe a new West London Arc in the region, which is recognised for:
• High quality education, skills and training delivery with excellent outputs that propel learners 			
into their futures.
• Being inclusive, responsive and in tune with local and London-wide demand.
• Being a favoured choice for learners, primarily in West, South and Central London, with a reach 			
that serves beyond these boundaries.
By forming this new partnership through merger, we know we will be better together, stronger together,
maximising opportunities, resources and talent to help build futures and achieve ambitions.
In a post-Brexit and post-Covid world, further education will play an even greater role in supporting economic
regeneration, workforce reskilling, the changing needs of employers and the careers aspirations of learners. By
bringing HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College together in this unique partnership we will be creating an
organisation that has the resilience, resources, and expertise to meet the challenges of rebuilding the nation’s
economy and the prosperity of its citizens.
Bringing the colleges together will enable us to build on the transformational technical and cultural
advancements that the colleges achieved during the pandemic. We will be well positioned to continue to
develop and benefit from digital delivery and support and we will be well positioned to offer greater flexibility
to learners and staff. The merged organisation will act as a catalyst for change and we will work with existing
and new partners to provide a more coherent and integrated offer, driving economic recovery through
upskilling and reskilling.
The core components of our vision for the proposed new college partnership are:
• Quality
• Robust Financial Health
• A Strong Local Offer
• Responsiveness to Regional and National Priorities.
By publishing this consultation document, we are signalling our intent to form new partnerships with
employers and other stakeholders and we are issuing an invitation to future partners to work with us to achieve
our vision and plans, as well as local and regional priorities.
The governing bodies of HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College have been working together successfully
and constructively to shape a future which responds to the learning, skills and career needs of today, tomorrow
and beyond. As a sign of the complete commitment of each governing body, resolutions have been taken that
move the two colleges closer towards merger and a Joint Steering Group of governors has been established to
oversee the development and implementation of plans for merger.
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Quality
We will use the combined expertise of HCUC and Richmond
upon Thames College to strengthen and transform
the quality of teaching and learning whilst achieving
improvements in educational and broader outcomes for
learners. We will implement sector-leading assurance
and improvement processes whilst ensuring transparent
reporting systems are established across all parts of the
partnership.
We will roll out a whole organisation programme of
Continuing Professional Development to advance the skills
of staff to deliver an outstanding experience for each and
every learner. We will draw on our joint experiences of the
successful delivery of academic, professional and technical
education and training to offer a curriculum that advances
the needs and aspirations of learners.
We will ensure inclusion and participation in post-16
learning through our expertise in foundation learning and
Special Educational Needs provision.

Robust Financial Health
With a combined income of over approximately £70m
per annum, the merged college partnership will provide
a robust and sustainable financial base to maximise
opportunities and resources to invest in an excellent
experience for learners and communities.
Strong financial management, robust business planning
and efficient resource utilisation will be central to the
operating model of the new partnership and governors
will set and closely monitor key financial performance
indicators and other measures of effectiveness.
The new college partnership will benefit from one of the
highest quality estates in the London further education
sector and these will be used to respond to current and
future opportunities and to deliver contemporary skills
and training that responds to the needs of the London
economy.

Responsiveness to Regional and
National Priorities

A Strong Local Offer
Each of the three colleges will benefit from the strength,
scale and expertise of the whole organisation whilst
developing and delivering an education and training offer
which truly responds to local needs.
Through this development we are seeking to develop
a unique offering at each college location and will
prioritise local stakeholder engagement as a means of
building relationships, understanding local priorities and
implementing a local offer.
Central to our model will be a governance approach that
enables local participation, engagement and oversight
through the introduction of local Stakeholder and Scrutiny
Committees.
Each college within the partnership will retain its unique
brand identity and trading name and will have the freedom
to develop and deliver a high-quality education and
training offer that responds to local needs.

The proposed merger creates a new organisation that
is essentially local and strategically regional, with the
strength and expertise to respond not only to the needs of
local boroughs but also to contribute to the achievement of
the skills plans and aspirations for London.
In addition, the scale provided by the new organisation
means that together we will be better positioned to
respond to national skills priorities, initiatives and reforms.
Our combined resource base and leadership capacity will
make it possible for us to be early adopters and trailblazers
and to lead the way on the new and emerging priorities for
technical and professional education.
We will use our position as a significant player in the
London skills market to build on our already excellent
relationships with strategic partners such as the boroughs,
the Greater London Authority, sub-regional economy and
skills groups such as the West London Alliance and the
Department for Education.
The strength of the newly merged college group will
enhance our responsiveness and commitment of the local
offer for each of Richmond upon Thames, Harrow College
and Uxbridge College stakeholders.
Whilst we will be exceptionally well-positioned to respond
to regional and national priorities, we also believe that our
strategic position and combined strength will enable us to
lead and drive priorities across London.

Background to the Proposed Merger
and the National Context

The governing bodies of HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College recognise that for London to be successful,
particularly in a post-Brexit, post-Covid world, it must have an educated and skilled population. The education
system needs to provide individuals with the knowledge and skills that equip them to pursue successful
careers, become effective citizens and acquire a capacity for lifelong learning.
London’s further education system must meet this challenge if it is to enable the nation’s capital to compete
effectively in a global economy, ensure quality in educational delivery and encourage Londoners to contribute
to social and cultural advancement.
During 2020, the governing body of Richmond upon Thames College, with the support of the Further Education
Commissioner, undertook a Structure and Prospects Appraisal to consider structural options for the future of
further education and skills provision in Richmond upon Thames. As part of this process, governors invited a
range of education providers to present future focused proposals for the college to consider.
As a relatively new further education college organisation created by the merger of Harrow College with
Uxbridge College, governors of HCUC determined to submit a proposal for merger with Richmond upon
Thames College. Following a process of evaluation, governors of Richmond upon Thames College agreed that
merging with a financially strong and quality driven organisation was in the best interest of learners, staff,
businesses and communities and HCUC was unanimously selected as the preferred merger partner.
During 2016, as part of the
government’s Area Based Review
programme, Harrow College
and Uxbridge College decided to
explore a merger and following
a process of due diligence and
public consultation, the two
colleges merged to form HCUC in
August 2017.
This proved to be a highly
successful merger with staff
and students benefitting from
a strong financial position,
new and exciting opportunities
for qualification delivery and
progression, and an accelerated
quality improvement programme
culminating in consistently
outstanding achievement rates.
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Over recent years, the further education college sector has been faced by a number of fiscal and operating
challenges, which have most recently been exacerbated by the global pandemic, rising unemployment,
national skills shortages and significant structural reform to the sector. Given these challenges, it has been
necessary to develop solutions that provide further education colleges and the communities they serve, with
more stable and robust operating models capable of delivering high quality teaching and learning, excellent
learner outcomes and financially robust and resilient operating models. The governors of HCUC and Richmond
upon Thames College are of the view that the creation of a new college partnership through merger is the most
effective way to achieve stability.

As part of the ongoing evolution of the
further education sector in London a
programme of consolidation has taken
place. Mergers have taken place in West
London (HCUC), South West London (South
Thames College Group), North and Central
London (United Colleges Group), Central
and North London (Capital City College
Group), East London (New City Colleges)
and South East London (London South East
Colleges).
Whilst this development has resulted
in a reduction in the number of further
education corporations in London, i.e.
governing bodies, it has not resulted in a
rationalisation of locally available provision
and in many ways these mergers have
strengthened the availability and quality of
local provision.
A successful future for the further education
sector lies in greater collaboration and
the proposed merger between HCUC and
Richmond upon Thames College is in
line with this thinking and will serve to
strengthen collaboration, not only between
the three colleges, but also in promoting
collaborative activity with other West, South
and Central London providers.

The recently published government white paper, Skills for Jobs: Lifelong Learning for Opportunity and Growth,
significantly repositions the further education sector to be more closely aligned to the nation’s economic
and employment priorities and recognises the crucial role of the sector in recovering and rebuilding from the
aftermath of the coronavirus pandemic. The new college partnership proposed in this consultation document
will result in a new, resilient organisation that is ideally placed to respond to opportunities arising from the
proposals being made for the further education sector.
By coming together, we will be able to work in partnership with regional and local employers to address skills
gaps. We will be able to prioritise courses and qualifications that are valued by employers, that enable our
learners to secure great jobs, and will support our economy to compete with the world’s best. We will be able
to work with organisations such as Chambers of Commerce to ensure we have a local skills improvement plan
that ensures our offer is impactful and beneficial to learners, employers and the distinct communities we serve.
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About the Colleges:
HCUC

HCUC was established in 2017 through the merger of Harrow College with Uxbridge College. The merger of
the two colleges into a single legal entity took place in order to maximise future opportunities for students,
employers and local communities, through a combination of preserving existing provision and pooling
resources and expertise to develop education and training.
With campuses in Harrow on the Hill, Harrow Weald, Hayes and Uxbridge, HCUC has benefited from £30.4m of
investment to deliver top class learning environments and specialist facilities for the benefit of learners and
communities.
HCUC is one of the largest providers of education and training for 16-18 year olds in London and young people
are able to undertake both A Level programmes to progress to university and professional and technical
courses for entry to employment or higher levels of learning.
The college partnership also delivers a high volume and wide range of courses to adults every year and courses
and programmes are designed to support adults to upskill, develop and progress in their careers or pursue new
career ambitions.
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Bringing Harrow College together with Uxbridge College enabled HCUC to develop its offer to employers and to
expand apprenticeship programmes. The employer facing division of HCUC, HCUC Apprenticeships & Skills, has
been developed to provide a flexible and responsive skills and training service to employers across London and
the surrounding areas.
HCUC have a track record of investment, innovation and development and the organisation has been at the
forefront of a number of new initiatives such as T Levels and Institutes of Technology and in 2020 the West
London Institute of Technology was opened with a focus on higher level skills for the engineering, digital and
construction sectors. As one of only 12 Institutes of Technology in the country HCUC have been able to leverage
their partnerships with Heathrow Airport, Brunel University, Fujitsu and the West London Business Forum to
deliver this exciting new institute.

HCUC Learner Numbers 2019/20
14-16 year olds
16-18 year olds
Adult further education learners
Adult higher education learners
Apprentices

21
6005
3580
274
865
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About the Colleges:
Richmond upon Thames College

Richmond upon Thames College has provided further education, skills and training in Twickenham, South West
London for over 80 years. Opening originally as Twickenham Technical College in 1937, the college changed its
name to Twickenham College of Technology, recognising its specialisms in engineering. In 1977 the college of
technology changed its name to Richmond upon Thames College.
Today, Richmond upon Thames College offers a broad post-16 curriculum which includes A Levels and an
extensive range of vocational and technical programmes and apprenticeships.
The college occupies a significant site in Twickenham which is currently being transformed through the
implementation of an £82 million investment programme to develop a new campus. The first phase of the new
campus opened in February 2020 and now provides learners, staff, employers and the local community with
world-class education and training facilities which are unrivalled in London. The new development features a
dedicated sixth form centre, extensive arts and media facilities, an impressive theatre, live performance stage
and dance studio. The new campus also boasts an art gallery, business lounge, TV and robotics studio. One
distinctive highlight of the new development is the college’s training restaurant, The View, located on the top
floor of the new building, facing Twickenham Rugby Stadium with a breathtaking view across London. Phase
two of the campus development includes a refurbished sports hall and gym which will be completed in 2021
and a newly built STEM centre which will be completed during 2022.
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Over recent years the college has been pursuing an ambitious vision and strategy to become a technical and
professional hub for South and West London, becoming a gateway to employment and higher-level skills.
The creation of a vibrant and rewarding learning environment where learners and stakeholders work
collaboratively to address prosperity and economic wellbeing has been at the heart of the college’s strategy
in recent years and a number of successful stakeholder and partner relationships have been developed to
facilitate the achievement of this objective. Enrolments to courses at the college have been particularly
buoyant and the number of applications for entry in September 2021 indicate that growth in learner numbers
is set to continue into the future.

Richmond upon Thames College
Learner Numbers 2019/20
14-16 year olds
28
16-18 year olds
1815
Adult further education learners
881
Adult higher education learners
40
Apprentices
146
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Curriculum, Quality and
the Learner Experience

We are confident that by joining forces we will be able to do more for our learners, and the delivery of a highquality learner experience is at the centre of our proposals. Both HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College
are committed to ensuring that the benefits to learners increase as a result of this merger, including a shared
prioritising of students achieving more, progressing further and being more work ready.
Current and new students can expect a new college partnership which recognises their individuality and
provides a responsive and inspiring programme of study that enables them to progress on to new learning
opportunities, university, apprenticeships or employment and supports them in achieving their ambitions.
Whilst we expect students to continue to identify predominantly with one particular local college, being part
of a larger college partnership will provide an enhanced offer to students across all colleges, greater learning
opportunities and more progression routes.
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Our Curriculum
HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College will work together to preserve and celebrate our valued and
distinctive provision at each local college. We will produce a curriculum strategy which sets out a blueprint for
future developments. Part of this process will involve working with key stakeholders and we look forward to
working with employers, local boroughs, the Greater London Authority, staff and learners in undertaking this
important piece of work.
We are committed to retaining and expanding our
strong offers in A Level provision, professional
and technical education, foundation learning and
programmes for learners with Special Educational
Needs, apprenticeships and work-based training,
adult education, and our higher-level skills
provision.
HCUC’s leadership of a range of high profile and
leading edge initiatives such as T Levels and the
new West London Institute of Technology, and
our expertise in the development of new, higherlevel employment focused provision, will enable
us to roll out innovation across the whole college
partnership. Richmond upon Thames College’s
new, sector-leading campus will provide us with
the resources and facilities to deliver new learning
in state-of-the-art facilities.
The curriculum strategy for the new college
partnership will pay particular attention to the
further development of STEM provision at each of
the three colleges. The early success of the West
London Institute of Technology and its impressive
links with leading employers, coupled with the new
STEM centre at Richmond upon Thames College,
will provide employers and learners with expertise
and opportunity across the West London Arc.

We will also prioritise the development of higher-level
technical programmes to ensure that learners have
access to a valuable alternative to a university degree
and employers have access to a pipeline of skilled and
talented employees. We know that there is growing
employer demand for skills at this level and we are
committed to contributing to the nation’s improved
productivity and international competitiveness
through increasing opportunities and participation.
We are committed to preserving, protecting and
enhancing the characteristics that make the local
colleges unique, whilst developing new programmes
and courses that meet local educational, economic
and employment needs.
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Quality Improvement
Excellent teaching and learning that delivers outstanding outcomes for our learners is at the heart of this
merger proposal. By joining forces, we will have the combined strength, expertise and resources to accelerate
the achievement of improved standards and we will be able to implement a programme of rapid quality
improvement.

In order to drive a shared quality improvement
agenda, we will develop a clear vision for teaching
and learning across the new college partnership
with clear improvement objectives and targets.
We will implement strong quality assurance and
improvement processes and take the best of both
organisations to accelerate improvement.
A programme of high impact Continuing
Professional Development will be introduced to
enable our staff to develop their skills and talent
to consistently deliver outstanding teaching,
learning and learner support services and the use
of transparent reporting systems will enable us to
track our progress.
Our proposed governance model, and specifically
our local Stakeholder and Scrutiny Committees,
will enable local stakeholders to hold leaders to
account for quality and performance.
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A Diverse and Inclusive
Learning Organisation

Diversity, inclusion and equality of opportunity are the foundation stones for the success of this new college
partnership. Whilst both HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College are already fully committed to promoting,
maintaining and supporting equality of opportunity in all aspects of our work, we believe that this proposed
merger provides us with an opportunity to develop sector-leading policies and practices that make diversity,
inclusion and equality one of our key strategic priorities.

Our Colleges at a Glance
2019/20 Establishment profile students and staff
Non-white learners
Learners who declared a learning difficulty or disability (LDD)
Improvements in achievement outcomes for LDD learners

HCUC
70%
17%
2%

RuTC
63%
36%
1.9%

Representation of BAME staff across the workforce
BAME staff in managerial positions
Representation of women across the staff body
Proportion of women in management positions

36%
35.4%
72%
57.3%

24%
13.5%
59%
52.6%
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Whilst we are clear about the role of this new college partnership in developing provision that gives people
technical skills and provides employers with staff skilled and qualified at higher levels, we are very clear
that the provision of outstanding education and training for learners on foundation level courses and those
with Special Educational Needs features as one of our key priorities. Both HCUC and RuTC have substantial
expertise in providing opportunities for vulnerable learners, including those with Special Educational Needs,
and our commitment to enhancing, growing and expanding opportunities for these learners is clear.

Being an inclusive learning organisation is at the core of our vision. We will ensure access to high quality and
timely support for vulnerable students, including those experiencing mental health difficulties and we will
ensure packages of support are in place to support learners whose personal or family economic circumstances
are such that participation in learning is challenging. We will develop and implement proactive strategies to
tackle digital poverty and barriers to remote and blended learning, and we will ensure that our learners receive
sufficient levels of support to succeed in their learning.
Our commitment to inclusivity extends to our staff. We will ensure our colleges are environments where all
staff have the opportunity to achieve their full potential and gain a feeling of self-esteem and respect for and
from all others and we openly express our opposition to all forms of inequality and discrimination. We are
committed to going beyond our legal responsibilities and obligations, and as such we seek to become an
employer of first choice that advances issues of gender equality, anti-racism, LGBTQI+ and disability rights and
religious tolerance.

We are very conscious that for many of
our learners and staff the pandemic has
impacted on mental health and wellbeing
more generally.
As such, we recognise the need to develop
responses and solutions, not only to
support individuals through the current
situation but also in the post-pandemic
phase where, for some staff and students,
support may be required to aid recovery,
rebuild confidence and address anxieties.
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Leadership and
Governance

Our proposal is to deliver this merger under ‘Type B’ arrangements. This is a technical approach to the merger
of colleges that involves one of the corporations, or governing bodies, dissolving and the other receiving the
assets and liabilities of the dissolving corporation.
The boards of HCUC and Richmond upon Thames College have both passed resolutions to consult on the
merger and the dissolution of the Richmond upon Thames College Corporation. Page 22 of this document
refers specifically to the statutory consultation on the dissolution of the Richmond upon Thames College
Corporation. Staff, students, stakeholders and partners should be reassured that this is simply a technical
mechanism for delivering the merger and that Richmond upon Thames College and the education provision
it offers very much continues into the future under this merger.
As part of the merger process, the governing bodies will consider a new name for the merged college
partnership that is reflective of the three colleges within the new organisation. However, students value their
local college and each of the three constituent colleges will continue to operate under their own names and
brand identities, i.e. Harrow College, Richmond upon Thames College and Uxbridge College.

In delivering the merger appropriate leadership and governance arrangements will be implemented across
the organisation. Leadership structures will be developed to ensure appropriate local and strategic leadership
is in place and governance structures will reflect best practice in corporate governance whilst providing the
opportunity to ensure local needs are responded to. A post of Principal of Richmond upon Thames College will
be included in the structure of the merged organisation.
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The Governing Body
In order to ensure an effective governance
model is in place across the merged
organisation, a two-tiered approach will be
taken so that there is the main board (the
Corporation) which is complemented by three
local Stakeholder and Scrutiny Committees.
This will ensure the component parts of the
college partnership are meeting the needs of
their respective communities.
New board arrangements will be introduced
which will strengthen the governance of the
merged college partnership whilst adopting
a rigorous approach to improvement and
excellence in delivery.
Board membership will be based on a skills
matrix and a number of places will be made
available on the main board for current
governors of Richmond upon Thames College to
ensure continuity of governance and leadership.
An additional Vice Chair role will be introduced
and ring-fenced for a member of the Richmond
upon Thames College governing body.

Local Stakeholder
and Scrutiny Committees
HCUC currently operate a governance model which includes two local Stakeholder and Scrutiny Committees,
one for Harrow College and one for Uxbridge College. It is proposed to extend this model by establishing
a Stakeholder and Scrutiny Committee for Richmond upon Thames College. These local committees are a
key means of ensuring that each college is meeting local needs. Membership is typically drawn from local
employers, public service agencies, community groups and residents. These committees have proved to be
an effective way of ensuring local accountability for the quality of the learning experience and the delivery of
strong outcomes for learners.
The Stakeholder and Scrutiny Committees are also a useful vehicle for ensuring that each college is effectively
linked into local developments and priority projects and that partnerships with key local stakeholders are being
developed.
Members of the local Stakeholder and Scrutiny Committees essentially act as Non-Executive Advisors and it
is proposed to make a number of places available on the Richmond upon Thames College Stakeholder and
Scrutiny Committee to current governors who may not be going forward to the main board. We are particularly
keen to secure the engagement of local authority partners in the Richmond upon Thames College Stakeholder
and Scrutiny Committee.
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What the Merger Means
for the Colleges

This new partnership of colleges will mean that the two current HCUC colleges, Harrow College & Uxbridge
College, and Richmond upon Thames College will retain their existing campuses and unique ethos, while
sharing their wealth of expertise, extensive staff talent, state-of-the-art facilities and resources for the benefit of
current and future students.
The vision and intent of the proposed new college partnership will be to protect the independent identities of
the three colleges. Teaching and learning at each college will continue as before, but with a greater capacity to
drive and deliver excellence and the education and training provision on offer will be developed and enhanced
to respond to the current and emerging needs of learners and employers. Governors, leaders and staff will be
committed to maintaining and building upon the long records of success at each college campus in delivering
the highest standards of education and training.

Benefits to
Learners
• Putting learners first – everything we do 		
through this merger will start and finish with
learners. Learner engagement will be 		
prioritised and the learner voice will inform 		
our actions.
• The establishment of a strong and financially
sound organisation that can invest in high-		
quality teaching and learning and an excellent
learner experience.
• Ongoing investment in curriculum innovation,
employer enhanced curriculum delivery and
high-quality learning environments.
• Strengthened opportunities for progression to
higher levels of learning and a smooth 		
transition between the different phases of 		
learning.
• A wider, yet local range of learning 			
opportunities with new opportunities for 		
technical and professional programmes.
• Well-supported transition into employment or
higher education.
• The development of life-changing, 			
opportunity-creating skills incorporating 		
English, maths, digital literacy, collaboration
and enterprise.
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Benefits to Staff
• Enhanced job security through being part of
a larger, more influential college organisation
which will achieve increased financial 		
resilience.
• A greater range of development 			
opportunities through an integrated 		
Continuing Professional Development 		
programme focused on quality and 			
excellence.
• The opportunity to collaborate with a wider 		
network of colleagues and share best 		
practice.
• Access to a wider network of corporate 		
services expertise, dedicated specialist 		
functions and sector-leading business 		
solutions.
• Enhanced career development and 			
progression opportunities.
• Increased opportunities to work with 		
employers to upskill and inform the 			
development of curriculum and teaching 		
and learning.

Benefits to
Employers
• Wider engagement in the development of 		
London’s talent pipeline through the 		
co-creation and co-delivery of curriculum, 		
teaching and learning.
• Opportunities to develop strategic 			
partnerships in key technical areas.
• A single point of contact for high-quality and
effective apprenticeship service.
• An organisation deeply committed to 		
working in partnership to meet local needs, 		
including the skills needs of employers.
• Enhanced opportunities for workforce 		
up-skilling and utilisation of the 			
Apprenticeship Levy.
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Benefits to Strategic
Stakeholders
• The development of a viable and sustainable further
education college partnership serving West, South and
Central London.
• An organisation genuinely committed to partnership
working with strategic stakeholders to support local
educational, economic and social priorities.
• A college partnership with the breadth and depth of
academic, professional and technical provision capable
of addressing the key skills needs of London and the
surrounding areas.
• The opportunity to work in partnership to improve and
extend participation in post-16 education and training.
• The opportunity to have deeper impact in the delivery
of the Skills for Londoners priorities, particularly in a
post-Brexit, post-Covid context.

Benefits to
Communities
• A cross-London education and skills 		
organisation well placed to contribute to the
development of local communities.
• A partner committed to raising aspirations 		
and increasing participation amongst young
people and adults.
• A college partnership with the capability to 		
provide solutions for unemployment, 		
workforce upskilling or career changes 		
for those in employment.
• A commitment to strengthen the capacity 		
and quality of locally available information, 		
advice and guidance.
• A local college with a local offer, operating 		
with the support and capacity of a large 		
further education and skills organisation.
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The Public Consultation
Process
There are two aspects to our public consultation process:
1. General consultation on the merger proposal itself.
2. The formal consultation process related to the dissolution of the Richmond upon Thames College 		
Corporation.

General Consultation
The publication of this document launches the process of public consultation on the merger of HCUC with
Richmond upon Thames College and we have now begun to engage with stakeholders on our plans and
proposals. As someone with an interest in either HCUC or Richmond upon Thames College, we would welcome
your views and comments on our proposal to bring the two organisations together through a merger.
You can contribute to the merger consultation process by emailing your views and comments to:
sarah.connerty@rutc.ac.uk
We are holding two public consultation meetings on 14 April, 6pm-7pm and 27 April, 6pm-7pm.
To register your interest in attending, please visit www.rutc.ac.uk
This aspect of the public consultation process will close on Monday 3 May 2021.

Consultation on the dissolution of the Richmond upon Thames College Corporation
The Richmond upon Thames College Corporation will be writing to a range of stakeholders about its proposal
to dissolve and to transfer its assets, rights and liabilities to the Corporation of HCUC by way of formal merger.
Members of the public and anyone with an interest in Richmond upon Thames College are invited to comment
on the proposed dissolution. A notice of the proposed dissolution will be published in the national and local
press. You can contribute to this part of the consultation process by emailing your views and comments to
sarah.connerty@rutc.ac.uk
This public consultation process will also close on Monday 3 May 2021.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by the Further Education Corporation of Richmond upon Thames College, known as RuTC, Langhorn Drive,
Twickenham, Middlesex, TW2 7SJ, in accordance with the Further Education Corporations (Publication of Proposals) (England) Regulations
2012, SI 2012 No. 1157, of the proposal to merge with the Further Education Corporation of HCUC, Park Road, Uxbridge, UB8 1NQ on the
30 July 2021. It is proposed that all RuTC’s property, rights and liabilities will transfer to HCUC immediately before RuTC is dissolved on the
30 July 2021.
Further education will continue at RuTC after this merger is proposed to take place and current and prospective students will continue
their courses of study as planned. For further information about the proposed merger and the benefits it will offer to students, staff and
employers and to access a copy of the consultation document, please visit the website at www.rutc.ac.uk
The consultation period runs from 25 March 2021 until 3 May 2021. The results of the consultation will be published no later than 		
14 June 2021 on the RuTC website.
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